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PRODUCER’S NOTE

NEWLIFE EXPO

Hello NEWLIFERS, Yoginis, Yogis and Raw Foodies,
Renaissance Man Entrepreneur, Mark Becker has
done it again.He is bringing the NEWLIFE EXPO for
Rejuvenation & Enlightenment for the first time to
Palm Beach at the Convention Center on April 16-17.
The NEWLIFE EXPO is the largest Holistic Health,
Alternative Medicine, Anti-Aging, Metaphysical and
Spiritual expo in America for over twenty-five years.
For over 26 years NEWLIFE has been instrumental in opening up
people’s minds to all possibilities by bringing experts from around
the world in the fields of holistic health, spirituality, consciousness,
anti-aging and human potential, People have met their soul mates at
past expos, have made everlasting friends, have become healthier
than ever before and made the most rewarding connections.
Meet the exhibitors and lecturers who will share their cutting edge
information for you to reach your maximum potential. Enjoy the
music, yoga classes lectures (four every hour).
Come to the NEWLIFE EXPO and meet thousands of people who
want to learn the same things as you. Take a weekend out of your
ordinary life and enjoy an extraordinary world of possibilities. Who
knows, you might even fall in love. One thing I can promise is that
your life will never be the same.
To pre-register and receive discounts go to www.NewlifeExpo.com
If you would like to exhibit, or volunteer e-mail us at
mark@newlifemag.com or call 516-897-0900
And Remember….It’s a NEWLIFE!!!!
Om Sholom

APRIL 1 & 2, 2017
PALM BEACH CONVENTION CENTER
630 Okeechobee Blvd. • West Palm Beach

www.NewLifeExpo.com
EXPO INFORMATION : 516-897-0900
EXPO HOURS
Saturday 7 Sunday, APRIL 1 & 2 : 10am-7pm
NEWLIFE EXPO is one flight up when entering from Oheechobee Blvd.
PARKING: $5. If lot is full parking available across the street in CITIPLACE.
LECTURES, CLASSES, MUSIC, PANELS, SPECIAL EVENTS: xxxxxx
INFORMATION: Have all your questions answered about speaking, exhibiting, volunteering, or pre-registration, by calling 516-897-0900.
PRE-REGISTRATION: Order tickets early through the webiste at
www.NewlifeExpo.com to receive DISCOUNTS, avoid long linees and avoid being
closed out of an event.You can pick up your tickets at the Pre-Registration booth.
LECTURES: Approximately 45 minutes. Free With Day Pass.
PANELS: Approximately 1 hour & 45 minutes. Free With Day Pass.
WORKSHOPS: Approximately 1 hour & 45 minutes. Costs an Additional Fee.
SPECIAL EVENTS: Approximately 1 hour & 45 minutes. Costs an Additional Fee.
MUSIC: Music, drumming, chanting and concerts throughout the weekend. Free
With Day Pass.
YOGA CLASSES: Free With Day Pass. Approximately 90 minutes. Bring Your Own
Mat.

Mark Becker

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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NEWLIFE EXPO

PALM BEACH

APRIL 1& 2

P R E - R E G I S T R A T I O N
PRE-REGISTRATION DEADLINE
BY PHONE, FAX OR MAIL :
MARCH 29, 2017 – 6pm

TWO-HOUR SPECIAL EVENTS : $ 20 ( $ 25 AT THE DOOR )
(REQUIRES DAY PASS)
____
____
____
____
____

REFUND POLICY
All speakers have been confirmed at the time
of this printing. The Expo is not responsible for
subsequent cancellations. In the unlikely event
that a workshop is cancelled or filled to capacity
your workshop ticket may be used for any
other workshop. Doors for workshops close 30
minutes after the workshop begins. Latecomers
are not permitted.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR

NEWLIFE EXPO
CALL 516-897-0900

Qty. TICKET TYPE
COST
____ DAY PASS : $ 15 .............................................................................................. $ _______
Includes exhibit hall, unlimited lectures, panels, classes, music
____ WEEKEND PASS : $ 20 ($ 25 AT THE DOOR) ..................................................... $ _______
____ GOLD PASS : $ 100 ($ 120 AT THE DOOR) ......................................................... $ _______
All-Inclusive Three-Day Pass includes all unlimited 2-hour special events
lectures, workshops and panels with guaranteed seating in first two rows

SENIOR CITIZENS (65 & over) and
STUDENTS (21 & under) with ID:
Weekend Pass: $ 20
Gold Pass: $ 100
Saturday & Sunday: $ 15 each day
Workshops: $ 15
Special Events: $ 20
Monday Half-Day Special Events: $ 50
TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED
AT THE DOOR ONLY

JOIN IN THE FUN AND RECEIVE
FREE ADMISSION, FREE WORKSHOPS
AND GOOD KARMA

THE DAY TICKET OR DAY PASS INCLUDE UNLIMITED
LECTURES + PANELS + CLASSES + CONCERTS

GAIL THACKRAY: Saturday 6pm ( $ 20 EXTRA FOR FRONT ROW SEATING) ...... $_______
SEAN DAVID MORTON : Saturday 6pm ...................................................... $_______
JUDY SATORI : Sunday 2pm ......................................................................... $_______
GAIL THACKRAY : Sunday 2pm ( $ 20 EXTRA FOR FRONT ROW SEATING) ...... $_______
SEAN DAVID MORTON : Sunday 6pm ......................................................... $_______

TWO-HOUR FREE SPECIAL EVENT
____ GAIL THACKRAY: Saturday 4pm ( $ 20 EXTRA FOR FRONT ROW SEATING) ...... $_______
TWO HOUR WORKSHOPS : $ 15 ( $ 20 AT THE DOOR )
(REQUIRES DAY PASS)
____
____
____
____
____

GEORGE LOVE : Saturday 4pm .................................................................... $_______
ANTOINE CHEVALIER : Saturday 6pm ........................................................ $_______
KAT JAMES : Sunday 4pm ............................................................................. $_______
STACIE BREEZE : Sunday 4pm ...................................................................... $_______
DAVID YOUNG : Sunday 6pm ........................................................................ $_______

MONDAY HALF-DAY SPECIAL EVENT : $ 50 ( $ 60 AT THE DOOR )
____
____
____
____

( 6-9PM – ROOM TO BE ANNOUNCED)
GAIL THACKRAY ............................................................................................... $_______
STACIE BREEZE ................................................................................................. $_______
DAVID YOUNG ................................................................................................... $_______
JUDY SATORI .................................................................................................... $_______

Order Your Tickets Through PayPal at www.NewlifeExpo.com or mail:

NEWLIFE EXPO PO Box 120, Long Beach, NY 11561
■ Cash

■ VISA

■ MC

TOTAL $ _______

ALL SALES ARE FINAL — NO REFUNDS

■ AmEx

■ Discover

■ Check

ALL SALES
FINAL
NO
REFUNDS

■ YES

I want to Subscribe
to NEWLIFE magazine
for only $40 per year

CARD NUMBER ____________________________________________________ CCV____________ EXPIRATION DATE ________________
NAME ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________________ CITY ____________________ STATE _____ ZIP __________________
PHONE (MOBILE) ____________________ PHONE (HOME) ____________________ EMAIL _________________________________________
SIGNATURE (FOR CREDIT CARD CHARGE) ______________________________________________________________________________________
How did you hear about the NEWLIFE EXPO ? ____________________________________________________________________________

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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M O N D A Y
H A L F - D A Y
Monday Special Event Monday 6pm rm TBD

•

A P R I L

S P E C I A L
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E V E N T

Monday Special Event 6pm rm TBD

Monday Special Event 6pm rm TBD

GAIL THACKRAY

MAS SAJADY

JUDY SATORI

Finding Your Soul Purpose

Radical Self-Healing
Activation Through
Timeless Consciousness

Recoding the DNA

Discover your soul purpose and
empower your life. We are born with a
purpose that was predesigned with
Divine Source. This is our true calling
and what we are meant to achieve in
this life. What do you truly love to do
and how can you start to create that in your life right
now? Discover your hidden talents and what you are born
to do. Then discover why you are not on your soul path.
Do you know your life’s purpose but you can’t quite seem
to get there? Are you in balance with your numerology?
Gail will use psychic clearing to remove any fears and
blocks holding you back. Finally, manifest abundance,
vitality, the right career and the right relationships. Gail
will perform cutting chords and help you to release these
issues and heal your past. Gail will incorporate past-lives;
discover who you were before but more importantly what
talents you can bring forward with you and what fears
you can leave behind. Start living your Soul Purpose
today! VIP: individual clearing & seating in front rows add $20

Join Mas in this highly charged workshop and immerse yourself in the elevated frequencies that he embodied following his two near death experiences. Dive
deep into your own frequency core and learn how to move
away from your time-bound consciousness and to stop living from deep and debilitating patterns. Start operating from
Exponential Intelligence where radical self-healing is activated through timeless consciousness to instantly reach all
areas of your life for rapid, tangible and seemingly miraculous transformations. This event includes a presentation,
demonstration, and guided Medihealing. A Medihealing is a
meditation and healing in one to supercharge your life and
accelerate your journey to total abundance. Mas created this
format to allow faster personal transformation. Each
Medihealing is customized to the unique group in attendance. Although the results are tangible and seemingly
unbelievable, Mas doesn’t heal you. He helps you awaken
your own abilities to heal yourself and transform your own
life. Mas works on the core frequency level to help reprogram your blueprint, materializing fast and tangible results
and timeless abundance in all areas of life. Mas’s work goes
beyond all modalities and has helped tens of thousands
around the world transform their lives after just one or a few
sessions. Mas Sajady has always been intuitively gifted. Like
many others, he tried to hide or ignore his highly intuitive
nature so he could “fit in”. It is for this reason Mas has
always strongly advised parents to support children who
have similar affinities. It literally took Mas two near death
experiences to awaken and embrace his abilities.

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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In 2017 Judy Satori is exploring new
paradigms in the use of multi-dimensional, multi-galactic sound frequencies to regenerate the body. In her
three hour Florida Expo special event
Judy will transmit energy words of
new creation from an entirely new multi-dimensional
spectrum of energy. This energy is designed by Spirit to
activate and recode the DNA and deliver many benefits
that go way beyond healing to strengthen and revitalize
the body. The energy words that Judy speaks sound like
a very fast multi-tonal language. You will feel the vibrations immediately create positive, life enhancing shifts in
both body and mind. In this event she will also be using
sound to balance dis-ease conditions and DNA chromosomal disorders. Judy Satori is an energy conduit, catalyst and activator for Spirit. Her role is to transmit energy
words of new creation, designed to switch on more of our
human 12-strand DNA genetic code and optimize human
potential. These languages are of God and of love. Visit
www.judysatori.com for free life enhancing transmissions and online programs.

E X H I B I T O R S

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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S P E A K E R S

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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KAT JAMES
AD
to be updated

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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W O R K S H O P S

&

S P E C I A L

4 workshops
&
3 special events
NOT including free events

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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E V E N T S

12 pm

FREE LECTURES : 45 minutes
PANELS : 90 minutes (additional cost)

11 am

1 pm

1 pm

CLASS AREA

ROOM 1F

ROOM 1E

ROOM 1D

ROOM 1C

11 am

12 pm

2 pm

3 pm

4 pm

4 pm

6 pm

5 pm

6 pm

SPECIAL EVENTS : 105 minutes (additional cost)
PERFORMANCE : 75 minutes (additional cost)

5 pm

7 pm

7 pm

SUN

10 am

3 pm

WORKSHOPS : 105 minutes (additional cost)
FREE WORKSHOPS : 105 minutes

2 pm

SUNDAY – APRIL 2

CLASS AREA

ROOM 1F

ROOM 1E

ROOM 1D

ROOM 1C

10 am

SATURDAY – APRIL 1

SAT

S A T U R D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Lecture Saturday 10am rm 1C

Lecture Saturday 10am rm 1D

Lecture Saturday 10am rm 1E

FIONA CHUANG

ROLAND THOMAS

GAIL THACKRAY

Wellness Simplified Kyani Triangle of Health

Quantum Brain Nutrition
and the Martial Art
of Wellness

John of God Healing & Cutting
Negative Psychic Cords

Defend, repair, and maintain every cell
in your body. The Kyäni Triangle of
Health features Kyäni Sunrise, Kyäni
Sunset, Kyäni Nitro FX/Xtreme. Each
product works synergistically to provide you and your family with unmatched nutrition for
optimal health. Kyäni’s Triangle of Health supplies the
power of Wild Alaskan Blueberries, tocotrienols (the most
potent form of vitamin E), Omega-3 fatty acids, and noni
concentrate that has been proven to increase the production of Nitric Oxide (NO), also known as “The Molecule of
Life, in one easy-to-use system.

Join Roland Thomas, NMD as he
takes you riding the sunlight highway
into the mitochondria within each cell
of your body. Drawing upon insights
from quantum physics, and 20 years as a practitioner,
Roland suggests that food is not medicine, and instead,
proposing that our cells when deriving “energy” from
our food are the medicine. This presentation will inspire
your mind, challenge your beliefs, as you grasp the
potential for applying this common sense rational information in your life.

Gail, an exceptional spiritual healer, will
share the spiritual healing from John of
God and other healers. She will demonstrate removing negative energy blocks
and cords for instantaneous “miraculous” healing. A difficult relationship is a sign of negative
cords that have attached to you and can make you sick.
Sometimes good cords can get strangled by negative black
cords which cause distrust, jealously, fear and anger, which
cause us career problems and financial issues. Gail will
perform cutting cords for everyone. VIPs will sit in the
front rows and will receive an individual cord cutting
from Gail.

Lecture Saturday 10am rm 1F

Lecture Saturday 10am rm 1G

Lecture Saturday 11am rm 1C

MAS SAJADY

AMY ELISE

PHILLIP WILSON

Can This Man Change
Your Life in 10 Minutes
or Less?

Healing Through
Detoxification

Healing Power of
Far Infrared Light Saunas

Two Near Death Experiences (NDEs)
gifted Mas Sajady with Extraordinary
abilities to open any area of your life to
total abundance. Mas has been compared to many world-renowned teachers, but he has
unique abilities to transform the lives of others truly defy
description. One thing is for certain – no one has ever left
a Mas event the same person as they arrived.Following
his NDEs, Mas has been gifted the power to access and
correct the core causes of your life’s challenges.

The fundamental cause of illness and
disease is an imbalance in the bodimind. The cause: toxicity. Toxic foods,
toxic thoughts, toxic environment.
Eliminating toxins is the path to true
health. By making changes to your diet and lifestyle and
using various wellness tools including yoga and meditation, pure essential oils and pulsating electro magnetic
frequency, the body heals itself and balance is restored.
Amy Elise, a,k.a. the raw vegan life coach is a Certified
Holistic Health Coach.

“Absorbable Far Infrared Light” (4-14
microns) is a tiny band of light from
the sun that is absorbed by our bodies.
It was discovered about 35 years ago.
A man can absorb this incredible
healing energy which pulsates his water molecules,
increases his core temperature, and promotes
extraordinary health. Phillip Wilson has been exploring the
inner worlds, mathematics and communication for 55
years, recently making many discoveries about Far
Infrared Healing Light. Phillip owns Momentum98.com
health store, in Columbus, OH.

Panel Saturday 11am rm 1F

NUTRITION PANEL
Brenda Cobb, Kat James,
Dr. Joel Wallach, James Min,
Pamela Camhe, Amy Elise
You Are What You Eat. Learn about how
Nutrition,Superfoods, Raw Foods, Cleansing, AcidAlkaline Balance and Different Diets affect our emotional physical and spiritual health as our experts discuss how Nutrition has emerged as an alternative and adjunctive therapy for virtually all areas of health care. Learn about how to choose a diet and what supplements to take. The nineties have
shown that learning the proper diet and nutrient supplementation is the key to health. Medical research has shown that nutrition is necessary in the
prevention and treatment of cancer, heart disease and diabetes. The National Cancer Institute has stated that over 30% of all cancers could be avoided
through diet modification and as much as 90% could be prevented if environmental carcinogens are avoided.” This is going to be a must see for the
health conscious individual given by these leading nutritionists. Remember “You Are What You Eat.” This is our most controversial panel.

Lecture Saturday 11am rm 1D

Lecture Saturday 11am rm 1E

Lecture Saturday 11am rm 1G

SARAHSPIRITUAL

CLARICE G. VICTORIA CHAN

MARGE PTASZEK

Be In The Universal Flow

Feng Shui &
Horoscopes of 2017

An Introduction to
The Knowledge Book

When you align yourself with the frequency of the Universe you create and
energetic Presence. SarahSpiritual
gives you the spiritual keys to align
yourself with divine love, divine prosperity, divine healing and divine wisdom we will recognize and release emotional and energetic blocks which create scarcity, lack, imbalance and
fear. Radio personality SarahSpiritual is a teacher, spiritual advisor, medium and designer of a custom line of
spiritual products: mists, oils, incense and transformational baths.

Find out how you can help yourself
with practical Feng Shui tips and how
to improve your personal journey in
2017, year of the Yin Fire Rooster
Clarice Chan is a Singaporean Feng
Shui Master with a deep connection to the metaphysical
realm.She is the author of :Year of The Rooster:Your fortune in 2017.” She will be offering Tarot, Numerology and
Chinese Astrology sessions at the Newlife Expos in New
York and New Palm Beach.

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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COME to learn about a cosmic technology, now on this Planet but
unknown to science, that enables
Humanity to reach their inner powers
in an accelerated way with minimum
discomfort: the Light Photon Cyclone Technology of The
Knowledge Book. Why the age we live in is called the
Resurrection, The meaning of The Golden Age and what
precedes it, How The Knowledge Book appeared on our
planet, The Characteristics and the Purpose of The
Knowledge Book and How to link the United States to
the Kozmos.

S A T U R D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Lecture Saturday 12pm rm 1C

Lecture Saturday 12pm rm 1D

Lecture Saturday 12pm rm 1E

RANAN SHAHAR

DR. Q MOAYAD

DR. MICHAEL DUBANEWICZ

Atlas Evolution The Spinal Revolution

Indian Palm Leaf Reading

Chocolate as Medicine

How using Nicola Tesla’s technology
can help stabilize the atlas (C1) as well
as the rest of the spinal column by creating space in the soft tissue. Come
and learn how you can get rid of neck
pain and back pain even if it has bothered you for many
years.Ranan is the founder and creator of Atlas Evolution
and has treated around 20,000 people world wide. He is a
master of Oriental Medicine, Medical QiGong and intuitive
healer that can actually see what’s going on inside your
body and soul.

(There is an Ancient Manuscript about
You in a Library in India) 3,000 years
ago, enlightened sages, through the
help of Lord Shiva, gained the power
of clairvoyance. These Maharishis
used their divine powers to look into
the future and predict the lives of millions of people.
Their insights were put down on dried Palm Leaves. Your
Palm Leaf was written specifically for you to answer your
most important questions about your life. Dr Q founded
the Indian Palm Leaf Reading Institute to bring this powerful, ancient wisdom to the west.

Lecture Saturday 12pm rm 1G

Lecture Saturday 1pm rm 1C

Discover the historical,medicinal, cultural, social and scientific usage of
this tasty treat.

Lecture Saturday 1pm rm 1D

RAVI RATAN

PAMELA CAMHE

SIFU MATTHEW

Chakras &
Psychosomatic Health

Achieve Mental Clarity
and Optimum Health
Using Cultured Foods

Rewire Your Circuits

It’s just the thought pattern, that affects
our CHAKRAS the barometer of health,
as Chakras impact our health at physical and physiological level. Our issues
are in the tissues, since the body memory is more than the brain memory. Emotional blockages
affect Sacral Chakra, lymphatics and also affect our sexuality, cause lower back pain, menstrual problems, chronic
depression. Same way our mind pattern affects our
Chakras & health some way, . Ravi Ratan, from India is a
clinical aromatherapist and healer. He is the author of
“Handbook Of Aromatherapy”.

Current scientific data shows the link
between digestive health and brain function. Cultured foods are essential for creating and maintaining a healthy colon.
Your overall wellbeing is dependent on the condition of this
internal environment. Discover the critical difference between
cultured foods made from dairy and those made from plants.
Learn how to easily include the best cultured foods on your
daily menu, and experience improved physical and mental
health. Receive Dr. Ann Wigmore’s recipes for essential cultured foods.Pamela Camhe, Colon Therapist and Administrative Director, Ann Wigmore Natural Health Institute, Inc.

Lecture Saturday 1pm rm 1F

Lecture Saturday 1pm rm 1E

Our bodies heal when our circuitry
and elements are in electromagnetic
balance. Chronic electromagnetic and
elemental imbalances are the cause
of stress and illness. Join Matthew on
a journey into understanding how to
use the design of your body’s magnetic power to heal.
Matthew will do a live demonstration on how to create a
new circuit to regenerate bone tissue and nerve.
Matthew is able to move electromagnetic fields in order
to re-mineralize and rewire the body for rapid healing.

Lecture Saturday 1pm rm 1G

CHRIS MACKLIN

DANNION BRINKLEY

TAMMY ADAMS

Divine Healing Experience

Why We Are Here:
The Meaning and Purpose
of Life

How to Discover
Your Life Purpose

Enter the God space and experience
the power of Divine Healing with
renowned British healer Christopher
Macklin. Prior to the group healing,
Christopher will explain how Divine
Healing works, how Angelic Beings
assist him with Esoteric Operations, how he utilizes
Tachyon energy, and how negative energies, earthbound
spirits, and manipulations can affect one’s health. He will
also show you how to keep your vibrational level up, and
how to re-energize your food to maximize its nutritional
value. All attendees will receive Christopher’s powerful
healing from the ultimate dimension.

Dannion,the subject of the movie
“Saved By The Light” will draw from
his 3 near-death experiencesand 40
years as a hospice Volunteer with
more than 32000 hours at the bedside to give you a
sound and well rounded view of the purpose of your
life.This presentation will help in the decision making we
all are facing as the birth of a new age is upon us and
give an informative view point filled with insight humor
and a truly spiritual prospective of the choic- es we are
all having to make.

Lecture Saturday 2pm rm 1C

Lecture Saturday 2pm rm 1D

KELLY HAMPTON

WANDA & MIKE
PRATNICKA

Living in Ascension:
Star Healing
Intergalactic EnergyTM
from Archangel Michael

Can Ghosts Be
Dangerous?

Receive LIVE 5thD Group Energy
Healing from the Pleiadians from the
founder of this revolutionary system which was given to
Kelly in 2010 by Archangel Michael. Learn more about
the healing benefits and why Archangel Michael calls
this system, ‘THE Healing system for 2012 and Beyond’
and how thousands of people and animals around the
world have been helped or miraculously healed through
light language, healing codes, release of past lives and
much more.”

The lecture will explain
where ghosts are originating from and how they influence our daily life when it
comes to our psyche, emotions, thoughts, work, relationships and society in general. Symptoms will be
revealed so that each can recognize whether the problems are originating from the presence of ghosts or
from a different source. Explanations will be given about
how to free yourself from the influence of ghosts and
how to permanently remain free.

www.NewLifeExpo.com
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Are you tired of feeling like you’re
going in circles and as though you can
never be satisfied like you are not
complete? Then this is a perfect lecture for you. Come learn why you’re
here and understand what your life’s purpose is. What
does life purpose mean? It means what drives you what
are the unique gifts that you have. I help people get on
their path and no longer struggle with feeling empty. I
help you be found.

Lecture Saturday 2pm rm 1E

KAT JAMES
Total Transformation:
The True “Extreme Makeover”
for Your Health, Your Looks,
and Your Life
Twenty-five years ago, award-winning
author Kat James saved herself-and has
since helped free countless others-from multiple digestive,
autoimmune, metabolic, emotional, addictive, skin, and
weight disorders after doctors gave up. Today, we see a tidal
wave of scientific research in support of her once-controversial methods. calibration, and doctor-verified outcomes
in successfully harnessing the incredible power of the master hormone, leptin. Unlock the key to your own extreme
natural makeover-without surgery or suffering-with the
woman SELF calls “a master of self-transformation.”

S A T U R D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Lecture Saturday 2pm rm 1F

Lecture Saturday 2pm rm 1G

Lecture Saturday 3pm rm 1D

JUDY SATORI

PETER GOODGOLD

JILL DAHNE

Transmissions From
the Heart of the Diamond

Healing with Hydrogen Water

Love & Relationships

Since January this year multi-galactic
frequencies of light from a God creation center at the heart of a 22 galaxy
Galactic Diamond have been streaming
to Earth for humanity’s advancement.
Join Judy Satori as she explains how this new energy
spectrum holds the keys to human evolutionary upgrade.
As Judy transmits energy in the form of an entirely new
alphabet and language of multi-galactic creation you will
feel and experience many positive effects, in your body
and in your life.Judy Satori is an energy conduit, catalyst
and activator for Spirit

The discovery and documentation of
the “healing” and “curative” waters of
Nordenau, Germany; Tla- cote, Mexico; and Hita Tenryosui, Japan waters
all contain dissolved hydrogen gas.
Mole- cular Hydrogen has been shown
in over 500 studies to have positive effects on 100 different human diseases. The antioxidant properties and antiapoptotic (anti-cell death) activity of molecular hydrogen
has finally piqued the interest of the biomedical field.
Peter Goodgold, shares the complex healing powers of
his “Infinity Hydrogen Water Generator”. Attendees
receive free gift

Workshop Saturday 3pm rm 1C

Listed as the #1 Love Psychic in
America, Jill wants to get America
back on track with relationships.
Most women and men want to have a
significant other, but do they know
what they are really seeking?_ Online
datinga:the pros, the cons and why more people are
turning to it. Soul mates: What do you really know about
them and do they exist?_Share some of my secrets in
finding true love.Why good people find bad matches?
Jill will answer audience questions and give insights to
their current relationship.

Lecture Saturday 3pm rm 1E

SIFU MATTHEW

BRENDA COBB

Raise Your Magnetism - Activate Your Shape - Eliminate Illness
Learn to use the creative forces of the Elements to heal your self. Your body
is reforming itself in each moment. You can choose to form health or to form
disease. Do not miss this incredible workshop taught by Sifu Matthew,
founder of the Martial arts of wellness. You will learn how to: 1.Raise your
magnetism to improve your circulation and power 2. Align electricity of
bones, cells and ligaments. 3. Access the specific elements and directions that heal. 4. Turn
those elements on in the body to remove blockages and diseases. Sifu Matthew, Kung Fu
Master, Wellness Activator and founder of MAOW (The Martial Arts of Wellness), has guided numerous Pro Athletes, Veterans and those suffering from non-responsive, chronic conditions to heal rapidly.

Lecture Saturday 3pm rm 1F

Lecture Saturday 3pm rm 1G

QI FEILONG

LUPITO

Energy Healing and
Kungfu Demonstration

The Crystalline Matrix

World renowned Qigong Master QI
Feilong, who was invited to Harvard
Medical School to demonstrate
Qigong as an alternative therapy, will
provide a free demonstration of Qi
Energy. Watch how internal healing energy can set newspaper on fire, stop a clock, twist a steel spoon and break
chopsticks with a $20 bill! Whether the concern is ADD,
self-defense or total body health, you will learn how
Qigong holistic therapies can help to restore and maintain total body health.

Join this crystalline sound portal of
self transformation with Alchemy
Crystal Bowl Master Lupito, Founder
of Crystal Tones who will be demonstrating Bowl Master techniques and
uses of the Alchemy Crystal Bowls.
While playing the Rose, Ruby, Diamond, Gold, and Divine
Kryon bowls alchemies we will be activating the light in
the liquid crystals of our cells bringing us to a higher
state of awareness and bliss for profound healing!

How I Healed Cancer
Naturally
In 1999 I was diagnosed with breast
and cervical cancer and told I would
die in six months if I did not do
surgery chemo and radiation. I
refused those medical treatments and
in six months I was completely healed. I did it with
organic raw and living foods, cleansing and emotional
healing. Come learn what to do right now to stay well or
to heal yourself!

Lecture Saturday 4pm rm 1D

CAREY STOKES &
SHAMAN ELDERS
Shamans Path of Healing
Join Renown Shamanic Practitioner
Carey Stokes and 2 acclaimed Shaman
Q’ero Elders from the High Andes of
Peru. Discover the ancient healing ways
of the Shaman. Learn how medicine
men and woman clear the Luminous Energy Field, upgrade
the Chakra system. Experience how shamans track energy,
open sacred space, use the forces of nature, crystals,
stones to heal. Uncover the ancient art of Soul Retrieval and
Healing Power of the Shamanic journey. Discover how how
you can n walk in balance, health and harmony .

Free Special Event Saturday 4pm rm 1F

GAIL THACKRAY
John of God Healing & Cutting Negative Psychic Cords
Gail an exceptional spiritual healer taking people on spiritual healing journeys around the world including to John of God in
Brazil. She will share the spiritual healing from John of God and other healers. She will demonstrate removing negative energy
blocks and cords for instantaneous “miraculous” healing. A difficult relationship of any nature is a sure sign of negative cords
that have anchored and attached to you and can make you quite sick. Sometimes good cords can get strangled by negative black
cords which cause distrust, jealously, fear and anger in our relationships. Sometimes cords are attached to old negative patterns which cause us career problems and financial issues. Gail is a psychic medium who is able to not only see these cords but dissolve
and remove them causing wonderful healing in your relationships and release from the past. Gail will also show you how to protect yourself from future negative energies, “ghosts” and psychic attacks and how to clear your aura. Gail will perform cutting cords for everyone
VIPs will sit in the front rows and will receive an individual cord cutting from Gail.
FREE
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S A T U R D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Lecture Saturday 4pm rm 1E

Lecture Saturday 4pm rm 1G

Lecture Saturday 5pm rm 1D

LORI SPAGNA

DR. GRAZYNA PAJUNEN

GEORGE LOVE

Ascension, Awakening &
Sacred Energy Healing
Transmissions for Spiritually
Minded Animal Lovers &
Awakening LIghtworkers

Breakthrough in Anti-Aging –
Natural Cartilage Regeneration
and Wrinkle Removal

3 Treasures Qigong

Get Ascension Updates and learn about
The Shift of Consciousness, including the 3D & 5D and realities. Hear about The Galactic Timeline for Humanity’s
Awakening and learn about your Dormant DNA. Align with
Your God Self & The Divine Source within YOU! Receive
LIVE Energy Healing & Sacred Activations & Cellular Codes
of Awakening for You & Your Animal Companions. Lori
Spagna is a Best Selling Author, who has transformed the
lives of thousands of humans and animals through Animal
Communication, Intuition and Energy Healing.

No pain or wrinkles without surgeries,
medications or injections. Come learn
about Liquid BioCell Collagen and
Jusuru, a liquid nutraceutical with a
patented primary ingredient called Liquid BioCell Collagen. Jusuru is natural with no additives and preservatives. It is 100% bio-available, highly effective, and safe.
This is the only source of collagen and hyaluronic acid
that our body recognizes and utilizes as our own. Grazyna Pajunen has a Ph.D. and has 25 years of experience in
biomedical research at UCLA and FAU.

Workshop Saturday 5pm rm 1C

Jing, Qi and Shen are the three treasures of Taoism. 3 Treasures Qigong
is the basis of Taoist Medical Healing
Arts. Jing is the foundation of hormones. Qi is the formation of blood
oxygen. Shen is the Limbic system,
controller of the neuro-endocrine system. Dr. George
Love, head master of Blue Dragon Qigong Academy
teaches 3 treasures Qigong from spiritual, emotional and
energetic basis with hands on teaching. George Xavier
Love, is Doctor of Oriental Medicine, licensed acupuncture Physician and master of Qing Long Qigong aka Blue
Dragon Immortal Qigong.

Lecture Saturday 5pm rm 1E

KAT JAMES

DAVID PRICE FRANCIS

Total Transformation:
The True “Extreme Makeover” for Your Health, Your Looks,
and Your Life
Twenty-five years ago, award-winning author Kat James saved herself-and has since
helped free countless others-from multiple digestive, autoimmune, metabolic, emotional, addictive, skin, and weight disorders after doctors gave up. Today, we see a tidal wave of scientific research in support of her once-controversial methods. calibration, and doctor-verified outcomes in successfully harnessing the incredible power of the master hormone, leptin. Unlock the
key to your own extreme natural makeover-without surgery or suffering-with the woman SELF calls
“a master of self-transformation.”

Lecture Saturday 5pm rm 1G

Lecture Saturday 6pm rm 1D

The Human Aura:
See It, Feel It
Learn to see, feel, clean, clear, and
charge the human aura. Explore the
interplay of your chakra system and
the planet’s energy field. Understand
the mystery of energetic attraction
between people. And more…David is the author of Partners in Passion and The Tales of Dr. Woo. His latest
endeavor is Integrative Energetics, a series of online
courses that focus on how to integrate the energies of our
mind, body, soul, and spirit.

Lecture Saturday 6pm rm 1E

DONNA SESSLER

LAI UBBERUD

DR. JOEL WALLACH

Spiritual Gemology Choosing, Using &
Wearing Gemstones
& Crystals Consciously

Healings From Atlantis

Immortality/Immortality /
Dead Doctors Don’t Lie

Donnareyna will pass around & share
many of her gemstones with their
healing benefits and specific qualities relating to the rainbow colors. She will lead a chakra meditation beginning
with the black grounding crystals and completing with the
white ascension stones. Instructions will be given for
cleansing and purification of crystals & jewelry (heirlooms & antiques) with the 4 elements. A sacred crystal
grid will be set up in the room that can be duplicated anywhere at any time.

Concert Saturday 6pm rm 1F

Lai & Dr. Denise Galon will share their
knowledge from their lives in Atlantis
and will perform healings to the audience.Dr. Galon specializes in Asian
Herbal Medicine, Essential Oils, Nutrition and Indian Massage. People Style
Watch, Massage Magazine and Oprah.com have noted
Denise’s expertise in the healing field. Lai is a Medium, Psychic, Past Life Reader, Animal Communicator, Spiritual
Advisor. Winner of the awards for: “Best Psychic& Best Pet
Psychic” by the Houston Press. She is also a radio/TV personality and she is in the Glamour “Hall of Fame”. Author of
“Celebrity Pets Tells All”.

Live chronologically to 120 while
being biologically 50 years of age!
Learn the common and secrets of the
top 20 longevity cultures on earth.
Learn how to employ high ORAC values, calorie restricted diets the “mighty 90” supplement
program and the avoidance of “bad” health practices to
add 25 to 50 healthful years to year life! These cultures
have one hundred year old pet 250 of their population Americans have one hundred year old per 10,000 of our
population Dr. Wallach will reveal their secrets!!

Lecture Saturday 6pm rm 1G

RABBI MARC LABOWITZ

PAT ATANAS

Fostering Miracle Mind

Accelerate Life Progress
with Reconnective Healing

Rabbi Marc Labowitz illuminates
ancient and modern practices for
‘Mastering Thought’ that enable you
to access your own insight, wisdom
and creativity. Join Rabbi Marc on a
sacred journey toward sound mental
health and imaginative mindfulness. Rabbi Marc
Labowitz, for over a decade, continues to bring his
passionate, joyful, expression of Divine Spirituality, his
warmth and care, and his forward thinking to his position as Rabbi and Spiritual Leader of Temple Adath Or,
South Florida Center for Jewish Renewal.

Reconnective Healing is today’s most
comprehensive approach to overall Life
Progress bringing balance, clarity,
awareness, stamina, stability, youthfulness to our lives as well – in how we
feel, how we move, even how we look During this experiential presentation, Pat Atanas, Reconnective Healing Foundational Practitioner and Dr. Eric Pearl’s Co-Instructor will
bring you into an understanding of this and will also give
live demonstrations of these healings on audience volunteers. Discover how you can bring Reconnective Healing
and Life Progress to your friends, your loved ones… and
yourself!
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S U N D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Panel Sunday 10am rm 1F

STRANGE UNIVERSE PANEL
Judy Satori, Dannion Brinkley,
Gail Thackray, Jill Dahne,
Antoine Chevalier,
David Young, Lori Spagna
Where are we going and where diid
we come from? What are the real reasons for the events that are happening on the planet right now.This is a panel you will not want to miss. This is
probably the first time that these incredible, unique, intelligent experts have been in the same room together. So come early, hold on to your seats, and
enjoy the show as you are going on a ride that you will never forget. Meet and ask questions as Sean Morton, our one in a million emcee with his incredibile vision into how we got here and where we are going, Using their psychic abilities, their contacts with alien beings and remote viewing they ywill
help you to change your channel as you begin to understand what is really going on.

Lecture Sunday 10am rm 1C

Lecture Sunday 10am rm 1D

Class Sunday 10am rm 1G

HOWARD DEAN

ROLAND THOMAS

MICHELLE ALVA

Chemtrails vs Contrails

Quantum Brain Nutrition and
the Martial Art of Wellness

Pain and Tension Release
Yoga Therapy with
Sound Healing

Weather Mod.programs with Emf &
Haarp! What You Can Do To Stay
Healthy! Howard’s FloridaEcoNetwork.com
is specializing on Air/H2O Quality
info,events. Focused on “Chemtrails
vs Contrails” the “Haze” movie. His
goal is to help you understand why you and your families
are experiencing unhealthiness,tiredness,mental,emotional Relationship problems.You will be presented with
the latest information regarding Eco related health problems and health solutions. Howard will discuss EMF
,HAARP & Solutions will be our main focus!

Join Roland Thomas, NMD as he
takes you riding the sunlight highway
into the mitochondria within each cell
of your body. Drawing upon insights
from quantum physics, and 20 years
as a practitioner, Roland suggests that food is not medicine, and instead, proposing that our cells when deriving “energy” from our food are the medicine. This presentation will inspire your mind, challenge your beliefs,
as you grasp the potential for applying this common
sense rational information in your life.

Michele Alva is a Licensed Physical
Therapist and Yoga Therapist, Creator
Of The Alva Method Of Quantum
Healing. Michele combines her 20 year
background as a licensed physical therapist with the
ancient wisdom of yoga, energy medicine, shamanic
healing and belly dance to bring a safe, healing, fun and
highly effective style of yoga designed for the unique
needs of our modern bodies.

Lecture Sunday 11am rm 1C

Lecture Sunday 11am rm 1D

Lecture Sunday 11am rm 1E

DR. JOEL WALLACH

JAMES MIN

GEORGE LOVE

Immortality / Immortality /
Dead Doctors Don’t Lie

Become a Healer in a Day!

Massage Your Ears
to Health with Auricular
Reflexology

Live chronologically to 120 while
being biologically 50 years of age!
Learn the common and secrets of the
top 20 longevity cultures on earth.
Learn how to employ high ORAC values, calorie restricted diets the “mighty 90” supplement
program and the avoidance of “bad” health practices to
add 25 to 50 healthful years to year life! These cultures
have one hundred year old pet 250 of their population Americans have one hundred year old per 10,000 of our
population Dr. Wallach will reveal their secrets!!

James Min, certified Korean Acupuncturist, Master of Korean Hand Therapy, and creator/practitioner of Yin
Yang Yoga Therapy, will share the
Secrets of Health and Energy to keep
your Body, Mind, Spirit, and Finance
BALANCED!!! Learn about the tools, techniques, principles and skills that James Min utilizes to empower thousands of his clients to experience personal healing and
freedom from pain with Simple Oriental Medicine
(S.O.M.).. Performing live demonstrations; do not miss
this unique opportunity to personally meet and learn
from Master James Min.

Class Sunday 11am rm 1G

Use your Ears to treat the body by
stimulating the Qi in your blood.
Every drop of blood goes through
your ear every hour. The best way to
stimulate your blood is through the ear. There are four
methods to treat your Ears with Reflexology1.Ear Massage with fingers, 2.Ear Acu-pressure with teishin
probe, 3.Ear Acu-magnets and 4.Auricular Electro-therapy. The easiest way to Self-heal your body every day is
learn and practice Ear Reflexology!

Workshop Sunday 12pm rm 1C

VICTORIA BRUNACCI

DANNION BRINKLEY

Synergy Yoga
She has been on the path of yoga for
many years, and got certified in
Argentina with Yogakai, . She traveled
all across India where she studied the
Ashtanga system, at Sri K. Pattabhi
Jois Yoga Shala, got certified as a Reiki
Master level III, trained in Acupressure and Emotional
Freedom therapy in Mysore, India. In Thailand she got
certified on Thai Massage and Reflexology. She just completed her training in the Radiant Child Level III with
Shakta Kaur Khalsa experiments with Jivamukti and
Ashtanga yoga, and she is committed to share her love of
Bhakti yoga with her students.

Clash of the Paradigms
As we stand at the precipice of an unprecedented paradigm shift in consciousness, it
becomes imperative we realize how, and why, this massive change is occurring. In this
presentation, Dannion will reveal the startling information in the last two Boxes of
Knowledge, given to him during his first near death experience, in 1975 which he
wrote and predicted in his book and is coming true today These revelations pertain
specifically to this period in our human evolution. We must now take stock of not only where we are,
but who we are. Dannion will help to transform your decision making process, as you prepare to create a new worldview. Do not miss this spellbinding workshop! Dannion Brinkley is the NY Times bestselling author of the internationally acclaimed classic, Saved by the Light which was made into a movie
where Eric Roberts played Dannion and is an expert on Near Death Experiences, end-of-life care and
the grieving process, his organization, The Twilight Brigade, trains volunteers to be bedside with
Veterans in final transition. Dannion has accrued over 32K volunteer hours.
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S U N D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Special Event Sunday 12pm rm 1E

MAS SAJADY
Exponential Intelligence - Know/Heal Yourself
Mas has been likened to many internationally known teachers but to date, no one has quite been able to describe him and the
unbelievable transformations he facilitates for individuals at his in-person or online events.Following two near-death experiences, Mas was gifted with the ability to see, access, and “correct” core causes of any person’s life challenges. Without having to speak to or even see you at all, Mas is able to identify the real reasons why your life is the way it is and is able to help
you heal yourself and transform all areas of your life - physical, financial, spiritual, relationships, and more.There are no
‘chance meetings’. If something is stirring within you then join Mas, feel the frequency and discover the truth about Yourself. Although the
results are tangible and seemingly unbelievable, Mas doesn’t heal you. He helps you awaken your own abilities to heal yourself and transform your own life.

Panel Sunday 12pm rm 1F

GODDESS PANEL
Lisa Lumiere, Christopher Barrett, Michele Alva,
Joan Jenny Z, Becca Tebon
This panel explores the many aspects of being a goddess as well
as dealing with goddesses in the areas of relationships, leadership
roles, sexuality, artistic expression, family, business, friendship,
nurturing, compassion love and Spirituality... Conscious men are
especially encouraged to attend as they are directly involved in the rise of the goddess!!.With the panel of Goddess’s you will rediscover and
reconnect with your inner Goddess... and learn together how to live as Goddesses. So ladies let our goddesses show you how to open up and
reclaim and surrender to the goddess within you and how you can attract the man you deserve to surrender to the goddess within you.So dear
conscious men, if you want to open up your inner Goddess and learn how to treat your woman as a goddess so they can treat you as the God
u are. Please join us for a blissful and sacred journey.

Class Sunday 12pm rm 1G

Free Workshop Sunday 12pm rm 1D

MARK BECKER

CHRIS MACKLIN

Fine-Tuning Your Yoga Asanas

Ancient and Sacred Divine Knowledge
Renowned British healer Christopher Macklin explains what’s really going on in
this third dimensional world, why everyone is being energetically manipulated,
and offers tools to remove these manipulations. Learn how this control matrix
began with the Roman Empire, and evolved into the Illuminati; why abductions
by the Zeta (greys) are happening; what Chemtrails are and their purpose; and
how Terahertz frequencies are used to trigger bio-nano technology, which creates Morgellon’s
disease, our transcendence to the 5th dimension.
FREE

Class Sunday 1pm rm 1G

Lecture Sunday 2pm rm 1C

GEORGE LOVE

WANDA & MIKE
PRATNICKA

Chinese Yoga & Qi Dance
George Xavier Love Love taught Yoga
at New York Health & Raquet Club for
5 years before learning Medical
Qigong in 1983 from master Li Bing
Yuan in NYC. Chinese Yoga is a moving yoga based upon acupuncture
meridians. Chinese Yoga is performed rhythmically coordinated with breath and heart beats. Dr. Love speeded up
the movements to create 5 different Qi Dances. Each
dance has a specific intent like emotions, spine, internal
organs and joints. Dr. Love became lineage holder of Blue
Dragon Immortal Qigong in 1994 and started the Blue
Dragon Qigong Academy in 2009.

Can Ghosts / Spirits
Be Dangerous?
Learn where ghosts / spirits are originating from and
how they influence our daily life when it comes to our emotions, thoughts, work, and relationships. Symptoms will
be revealed so that each can recognize whether the problems are originating from the presence of ghosts or from a
different source. Learn how to free yourself from the influence of ghosts / spirits and how to permanently remain free.
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This event is for the yoga teacher
who wants to improve his/her technique or the student who wants to
further their practice and avoid
injury. Learn the higher reasons why
we really do asanas. Learn new corrections to take the student to the next stage. Learn
how to breathe in each pose to reach your maximum
potential. Mark Becker founded Serenity natural
Healing Center in 1975 (NYC’s first non-religious yoga
center). He is a master yogi with over 30 years experience and has trained over 1,000 instructors.

Lecture Sunday 2pm rm 1D

ANTOINE CHEVALIER
Holographic Meditation
Antoine is a world-renowned psychic
medium (Japan, France, Peru). He is
your unique mediator between you
and the spirits of your departed loved
ones. He breaks free from the holographic matrix creating the illusion of
separation. After two minutes of staring in his eyes, you
will be able to SEE the face of your departed loved ones
projected right in front of his face. He will share with
telepathic communications from them.

S U N D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Special Event Sunday 2pm rm 1F

JUDY SATORI
The Healing Power of the 22
In January this year a powerful energy began streaming to Earth. This energy, which is of God, is coming from the center of a 22 galaxy
diamond shaped grouping of galaxies. Scientists call it the Local Group. All of these galaxies are endowed with consciousness and physical life. Judy Satori is an energy conduit, catalyst and activator for Spirit. Her role is to transmit energy words of new creation, designed
to switch on more of our human 12-strand DNA genetic code and optimize human potential. These languages are of God and of love.
Join Judy for a very enlightening workshop when you will be connected with truth, energy and healing from multi-galactic sources. You
will experience the energy of benign and loving entities. They are here with us on Earth to assist with our rite of passage. As human beings as we
becoming advanced to become the Avatar humans we were created and destined to be and become.You could say that all life on Earth is moving through
an ascension process and a resurrection. As you experience the energy of the 22 galaxies of the Galactic Diamond you will begin to express more of
your truth and connect to your soul’s knowing.

Lecture Sunday 2pm rm 1E

Class Sunday 2pm rm 1G

Lecture Sunday 3pm rm 1C

LAURA NORMAN

LISA LUMIERE

SARAHSPIRITUAL

Transform Your Life
with Holistic Reflexology

Radiant Child Yoga

Power of The Violet Flame

Joyful Kids Yoga with dancing and
singing ; Family welcome!! Lisa is a
magical teacher of light and love
who trained in Japan and China in
the secret of transformation and
Taoism. Lisa is a certified instructor
of *Radiant Child Yoga*, Wuji for kids by SSQF,
Practitioner of Chinese Medicine including Medical
Qigong.She is a founder of *Dream Come True
Workshop*

The Power of the Violet Flame is the
power to TRANSFORM. SarahSpiritual
shares how the Violet Flame can be
used to clear energy, including releasing karmic energetic entanglements.
Transform less-than-perfect conditions in your career, relationships and life with the lifechanging Decrees of the Violet Flame. Become a Master
Alchemist today! Radio personality SarahSpiritual is a
teacher, spiritual advisor, medium and designer of a custom line of spiritual products: mists, oils, incense and
transformational baths.

Lecture Sunday 3pm rm 1E

Class Sun 3 room 1G

DR. GRAZYNA PAJUNEN

BRENDA COBB

BECCA TEBON

Breakthrough in Anti-Aging –
Natural Cartilage Regeneration
and Wrinkle Removal

Your Body Will Heal
When You Give It
What It Needs

Tabata with Towels & Toys

Ready to transform your life? Discover, and experience, how to reduce
stress, increase your energy, and
improve your health with Laura’s internationally renowned Holistic Method.
Laura will show you how your feet are the gateway to
regaining your sense of overall balance and well-being.
Laura Norman, considered the leading expert in Reflexology worldwide, author of the best-selling book, ‘Feet
First: A Guide to Foot Reflexology’, and an educator with
three masters degrees in Education, offers private sessions and Holistic Reflexology Certification Training Programs in The Berkshires, NYC and South Florida.

Lecture Sunday 3pm rm 1D

No pain or wrinkles without surgeries,
medications or injections. Come learn
about Liquid BioCell Collagen and
Jusuru, a liquid nutraceutical with a
patented primary ingredient called Liquid BioCell Collagen.
Jusuru is natural with no additives and preservatives. It is
100% bio-available, highly effective, and safe. This is the
only source of collagen and hyaluronic acid that our body
recognizes and utilizes as our own. Grazyna Pajunen has a
Ph.D. and has 25 years of experience in biomedical
research at UCLA and FAU.

Don’t be a victim of poor health.
Learn how to prevent any illness and
stay healthy for a lifetime. You can
slow the aging process so you look
and feel years younger, but first you must know what
your body needs. Brenda Cobb healed breast and cervical cancer in 1999 without surgery, chemo or radiation
and has developed programs to heal all types of diseases naturally including cancer, diabetes, heart disease, MS, Parkinson’s, ALS, depression.

Workshop Sunday 4pm rm 1D

INSANE (yet simple) the T3 session
with Becca pbut delivers a full body
workout with nothing but a towel
(and a surprise piece of equipment)
— Both provided. This workout
requires only you and some serious
stamina and promises to bring your happy quotient to
the next hemisphere. This ingenious workout uses
your own strength against you, so you determine just
what level you’ll achieve. Becca is aCertified Holistic,
Fitness and Nutrition Lifestyle Strategist. more.

Lecture Sunday 4pm rm 1D

ANTOINE CHEVALIER

JILL DAHNE
Love & Relationships

Holographic Meditation
Antoine Chevalier is the living proof that we do live in a Holographic Universe.
Antoine is a world-renowned psychic medium (Japan, France, Peru). He is your
unique mediator between you and the spirits of your departed loved ones. He
breaks free from the holographic matrix creating the illusion of separation.
After two minutes of staring in his eyes, you will be able to SEE the face of your
departed loved ones projected right in front of his face. He will share with telepathic communications from them. Antoine will show you how holographic mediation is done. You will experience a profound shift that will strengthen the connection with your own spirit.
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Listed as the #1 Love Psychic in
America, Jill wants to get America
back on track with relationships.
Most women and men want to have a
significant other, but do they know
what they are really seeking?_ Online
datinga:the pros, the cons and why more people are
turning to it. Soul mates: What do you really know about
them and do they exist?_Share some of my secrets in
finding true love.Why good people find bad matches?
Jill will answer audience questions and give insights to
their current relationship.

S U N D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM
Lecture Sunday 4pm rm 1E

Lecture Sunday 4pm rm 1F

Concert Sunday 4pm rm 1G

JANE HOLMES

TAMMY ADAMS

HAPPY “Z”

Your Emotional Wellbeing
Is Your Best Asset

How to Connect
with Your Soulmate

Love, Life & Relationships

Emotions can affect your physical
health and even hold you back from
creating the life you truly desire.
Learn how emotional “stuff” can
actually create diseases and how you
can free yourself from emotional bondage and become
empowered to be a better YOU! Jane Holmes, Director
of Living Foods Institute, has helped many thousands of
people to heal emotionally and physically with her
unique ability, humor and powerful techniques.

In this lecture you will learn if your
soulmate is near you and how to connect with yours. Are you tired of
being with the wrong person and
wondering why am I not happy? Well,
this is something that will change your life around.
When you come and take notes and learn how to begin
connecting with your soulmate, then you will never
again be alone or wondering why am I not happy.life.
Come anwill never again be alone or wondering why am
I not happy.

Join the wizard as he enlightens you
on awakening to ways of LIVING,
loving and celebrating our very existence. Living in the HEART with forgiveness and gratitude,,,and seeing
and COcreating Heaven on EARTH,.
Happy is the author of “DREAMZ for the Awakened
Soul.” He weaves world music into fabrics of poems
and chants that lift the soul ,Words and Ways to
accelerate living in the light,not fight ,and BE come
BRIGHT er,,as you dance inwardly towards GOD,,, and
finally find SELF.

Lecture Sunday 5pm rm 1D

Lecture Sunday 5pm rm 1E

Lecture Sunday 5pm rm 1F

LORI SPAGNA

PAMELA CAMHE

KELLY HAMPTON

Your Animals and You:
Animal Communication,
Telepathy & Energy

Achieve Mental Clarity
and Optimum Health
Using Cultured Foods

Creating Abundance
with Ascended Spaces
from Archangel Michael

Have A Two-Way Dialogue with Any
Animal. Learn about Animal Communication & Telepathy and why It Is real
and scientifically valid, and how YOU
can do It too. Learn about the role of our animal companions during Ascension & The Shift of Consciousness and
get readings & insights about YOUR animals & what they
have to share with you. Lori Spagna is a Best Selling
Author who has transformed the lives of thousands of
humans and animals through Animal Communication,
Intuition and Energy Healing.

Scientific data shows the link between
digestive health and brain function. Cultured foods are essential for maintaining a healthy colon. Your overall wellbeing is dependent on the condition of this internal environment. Discover the difference between cultured foods made
from dairy and those made from plants. Learn how to
include the best cultured foods on your daily menu, and
experience improved physical and mental health. Pamela
Camhe, Colon Therapist and Administrative Director, Ann
Wigmore Natural Health Institute.
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Learn about the angels’ answer to
Feng Shui—This is the companion
Ascension system to Star Healing
Intergalactic Energy.This is not
smudging, or saging, but an easy and powerful NEW
Ascension home system for creating abundance in all of
its forms. Kelly will begin her lecture by invoking a healing meditation from one of the Ascended Masters for the
group. For $20 extra sit in the front rows and Kelly will
channel your soul theme in this incarnation as well as
share your spirit guides.

S U N D A Y

?? PM - ?? PM

Class Sunday 5pm rm 1g

Lecture Sunday 6pm rm 1C

LOURDES STARSHOWER

PAUL UTZ

Energy, Breath and
Whole Body Orgasms Class

Divine Quantum Connection

Whole body orgasms are emotional
and spiritual and move through every
cell in your body for expanded awareness, deeper connection, and profound peace. In this fun experiential
playshop I will guide you (fully clothed) through simple
practices using breath, movement, touch, intention and
presence to awaken your latent ability to have more pleasure, ecstasy and divinely delicious Whole Body
Orgasms. In this powerful Playshop we will experience
high presence and blissful connection with ourselves,
each other Lourdes Starshower is aTantra Healer, Sacred
Sexuality Coach.

Join with Alchemy Crystal Bowl Master Paul Utz co-founder of Crystal
Tones. An exploration of the divine
quantum crystalline connection
between the universal self and our
divine spirit. Explore the unique frequencies of alchemy singing bowls and how they affect
the different dimensionalities of our human body, thereby bringing about transformational awareness and
quantum healing for truth in our lives. Experience the
divinity within you now.

Lecture Sunday 6pm rm 1D

CAREY STOKES &
SHAMAN ELDERS
Shamans Path of Healing
Join Renown Shamanic Practitioner
Carey Stokes and 2 acclaimed Shaman
Q’ero Elders from the High Andes of
Peru. Discover the ancient healing ways
of the Shaman. Learn how medicine
men and woman clear the Luminous Energy Field, upgrade
the Chakra system. Experience how shamans track energy,
open sacred space, use the forces of nature, crystals,
stones to heal. Uncover the ancient art of Soul Retrieval and
Healing Power of the Shamanic journey. Discover how how
you can n walk in balance, health and harmony .

Special Event Sunday 6pm rm 1F

DAVID YOUNG
Soul Ascension Meditations
Over the past two years, 4,750 attendees shared experiences with: The Ascended Masters / Archangels,Reconnecting with Loved Ones. Had
Out of body / Past Life Experiences.”The paintings are powerful and each day as I worked on them Jesus, Mary Magdalene, Mother Mary and
George Harrison came to bless them, put their loving energy into them and MiMi, my girlfriend channeled their messages to me.” “These are
far more than what you see as paintings. They are portals into the heavenly worlds.” J,MM,MM, GH. First Half: Audience focuses on each giant
painting for 10 minutes (eyes open) as David transforms the room with a song of his Grammy Nominated Double Flute Music. After each painting the audience has 10 minutes to share experiences. (This segment with the three paintings is one hour.) Intermission Second Half: David introduces the
Soul Ascension Meditation, then plays his flutes for 30 minutes. Audience has eyes closed and then has an opportunity to share their experiences after. David
Young has sold over 1,000,000 CDs of his 59 albums. At least 20,000 healers, wellness centers and hospitals around the world use his music every day which
reaches about 300,000 people. 80 per cent of the attendees share a life changing experience or a break through, regardless of how long they have been meditating. Out of the 4,750 people who shared experiences at the events over the past two years at the 235 events David presented, 754 people experienced Jesus,
Mary Magdalene or Mother Mary. 700 people experienced the other Ascended Masters or Archangels. 3,300 people reconnected with their loved ones.

Free Special Event Sunday 6pm rm 1E

GAIL THACKRAY
John of God Healing & Cutting Negative Psychic Cords
Gail an exceptional spiritual healer taking people on spiritual healing journeys around the world including to John of God in
Brazil. She will share the spiritual healing from John of God and other healers. She will demonstrate removing negative energy blocks and cords for instantaneous “miraculous” healing. A difficult relationship of any nature is a sure sign of negative
cords that have anchored and attached to you and can make you quite sick. Sometimes good cords can get strangled by negative black cords which cause distrust, jealously, fear and anger in our relationships. Sometimes cords are attached to old negative patterns which cause us career problems and financial issues. Gail is a psychic medium who is able to not only see these cords but
dissolve and remove them causing wonderful healing in your relationships and release from the past. Gail will also show you how to protect
yourself from future negative energies, “ghosts” and psychic attacks and how to clear your aura. Gail will perform cutting cords for
everyone. VIPs will sit in the front rows and will receive an individual cord cutting from Gail.
FREE
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